
Tools Required

Sharp Craft Knife/Zippy Blade Masking Tape
PVA Glue or Equivalent Paint Brushes

Sanding Block/Sandpaper Primer Spray Can
Dust Mask Acyrlic/Enamel Paints

NB: When priming/painting, do so in a well-ventilated area and use an

appropriate mask. Some items are very fragile so handling with care is

paramount.

We strongly recommend that you read through the instructions prior to making to familiarise yourself
with the build. Dry test fitting is also recommended and most important, take your time when making

as some of the kit parts are extremely fragile and we cannot accept any responsibility through
breakage during the build!

Instructions are often updated and we therefore suggest that prior to building, make sure that you
have the most up to date instructions to hand.
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1 Glue the two base plates together using PVA, making sure
that they are flush with each other all the way around.
Allow to dry. Do not paint at this point!

2 Dry test fit the outer skeleton frame, along with the dividing
interior wall and roof. The ‘East’ and ‘West’ sides should
have the wording on the outside.
The underside of the roof will require priming in the colour
of your choice. Make sure the gutter hole is facing the front
of the building and on the right hand side. Mask around the
edges where the holes are and prime inside this area. The
top roof overlay does not need priming/painting at this
point. You will come back to this part later in the build.

Allow to dry.

3 Glue the window frames into each part of the skeleton
frame window holes (1 spare window) making sure that the
window frame is flush with the outer side of the skeleton
frame. You will notice the windows frames have an engraved
line down the middle on one side only. This is the front
facing side. I use Deluxe Super-Phatic glue for this.

Allow to dry.

Mask up around the inner and outer sides of the windows
and prime/paint them in the colour of your choice. Allow to
dry and then take off any masking.

4 Cut the acetate panes out of their sprue (they may simply
fall out with a little pressure!) , TEST FIT these first as some
minor trimming may be required due to the amount of paint
you use on your windows. Use a small amount of glue
around the edges of the window frames, fit these into
position on each window. Also, glue the window acetate
panels to each of the doors (very fiddly!).

Allow to dry.

5 You can now glue the 4 skeleton frame sides together and
interior dividing wall, fit this before gluing one of the longer
sides, using the base as a fitting template but DO NOT GLUE
TO THE BASE! Wipe away any excess glue from both sides.
Get the roof section and simply place into position. This will
hold the skeleton frame in position while it dries. DO NOT
GLUE THE ROOF ON!



6 Re-fit the base and draw a pencil line inside around the
edges. Mask up to these lines and then paint the interior
base floor and the outer door step in the colour of your
choice. I simply used a thin coat of Phoenix Precision
Weathered Concrete (Matt). While doing this, you can also
paint the window ledges and top lintels as well if doing the
same colour (they will need cutting out from their sprues
with a sharp knife/blade) I use some masking tape and
double-side it, place onto a work surface and then gently put
the ledges onto the masking tape with the inner edge facing
down as this is the side that will glue to the window when in
place, so you do not need to paint this side. You should be
able to paint all the other sides in one go.

Allow to dry.

Repeat with the window lintels. Put to one side.

Once the base is fully dry, you now need to glue the skeleton
framework to the base.
Allow to dry.

7 The interior brick panels now need to be glued using PVA
into place. Prior to this, you may want to give these a very
light coating of white primer, or simply leave ‘as is’ to give
that dirty/worn look. You may however want to just paint
around the window inner edges with a fine brush to lose the
card colour. I used a white acrylic paint.

Allow to dry.

Fit the long sides first, applying PVA to be back of each brick
piece and placing into position. You may need to use a ruler
of spare piece of card etc to push up against the brick pieces
to keep them in position while the glue starts to dry. Then fit
the end panels and finally the inner wall panels.

Allow to dry.

8 Door Pack - Now, paint one side of each of the two interior
doors in the colour of your choice and also paint the doors
on the front skeleton framework (MAKE SURE YOU GET THE
INTERNAL DOORS THE RIGHT WAY AROUND TO MATCH
DOOR HANDLES & HOLE SHOULD YOU WISH TO ADD
HANDLES). Also, paint the front door framework surround
pieces and glass surrounds. Allow to dry, then fit the internal
doors into place only. Fit the external door frame and
window surrounds later.

9 Prime/Paint the external brickwork pieces in the colour/s of
your choice using either acrylic or enamel paints (or both!)
Allow to dry.



10 Place the roof base back onto the the framework and then
glue all the external brickwork to the frame using a thin layer
of glue. When all four pieces are in position and dried,
remove the roof base. You can add a mortar to the bricks if
required. There are a number of techniques that you can do
to achieve this.

11 The roof base now needs to be painted around the edges on
top and underneath where exposed. Place the roof top
overlay into position, making sure the gutter hole is exactly
on top of the roof base, then mark a pencil line around the
roof base and underneath along the brick line of the
building. The outer edge and underneath can now be
primed/painted in the colour of your choice. Use masking
tape to give you a nice edge prior to painting.

Allow to dry.

Fit the roof base back onto the building and check
underneath that there are no unsightly gaps.

12 The roof overlay now needs to be fitted and glued to the
roof base. Align so that the drain pipe holes are exactly on
top of each other. Glue into position and allow to dry. A
weight may be required to keep it in position while it dries
(take the roof off the building if doing this!) Then paint the
roof overlay in colour/texture of your choice.

Allow to dry.

13 You can now glue all the window ledges and lintels into
place. Once fitted, you can now fit the front door surrounds
and the window surrounds.

14 The brass rod that comes with the kit for the drain pipe can
now be fitted into place and glued. Paint the brass rod prior
to glueing into position.

15 Both front doors have a very minute hole for adding a door
handle of some kind if you want to. A thin piece of fuse wire
may just do the job with some cutting and bending!

JOB DONE! CONGRATULATIONS ON COMPLETING YOUR KIT.

Now its time to add some interior features and don’t forget to weather you building too.

If you have any questions or queries please don’t hesitate to get in touch via either our Facebook
Page, https://facebook.com/railwaylaserlines or our product support page and click on the required

product ID - https://railwaylaserlines.co.uk/product-support/

Below are a some images of the actual Toton building that this model has been based on.
Images courtesy: Darren Ferguson

https://facebook.com/railwaylaserlines
https://railwaylaserlines.co.uk/product-support/
https://railwaylaserlines.co.uk/product-support/


Thank you again for your purchase of this kit from Railway Laser Lines.


